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Abstract

Using eight inbred founder strains of the mouse Collaborative Cross (CC) project and their reciprocal F1 hybrids,

we quantified variation in craniofacial morphology across mouse strains, explored genetic contributions to

craniofacial variation that distinguish the founder strains, and tested whether specific or summary measures of

craniofacial shape display stronger additive genetic contributions. This study thus provides critical information

about phenotypic diversity among CC founder strains and about the genetic contributions to this phenotypic

diversity, which is relevant to understanding the basis of variation in standard laboratory strains and natural

populations. Craniofacial shape was quantified as a series of size-adjusted linear dimensions (RDs) and by

principal components (PC) analysis of morphological landmarks captured from computed tomography images

from 62 of the 64 reciprocal crosses of the CC founder strains. We first identified aspects of skull morphology

that vary between these phenotypically ‘normal’ founder strains and that are defining characteristics of these

strains. We estimated the contributions of additive and various non-additive genetic factors to phenotypic

variation using diallel analyses of a subset of these strongly differing RDs and the first eight PCs of skull shape

variation. We find little difference in the genetic contributions to RD measures and PC scores, suggesting

fundamental similarities in the magnitude of genetic contributions to both specific and summary measures of

craniofacial phenotypes. Our results indicate that there are stronger additive genetic effects associated with

defining phenotypic characteristics of specific founder strains, suggesting these distinguishing measures are

good candidates for use in genotype–phenotype association studies of CC mice. Our results add significantly to

understanding of genotype–phenotype associations in the skull, which serve as a foundation for modeling the

origins of medically and evolutionarily relevant variation.

Key words: collaborative cross; craniofacial form; diallel; micro-computed tomography; morphometrics; mouse

models; normal variation.

Introduction

The craniofacial skeleton has a complex genetic and devel-

opmental basis, reflecting a number of different functions,

including cognition, ingestion of food, verbal communica-

tion, the housing of a variety of sense organs, and support

and protection of the brain. The expression and interaction

of many genes across many developmental, signaling, and

structural pathways are necessary to coordinate the devel-

opment of the integrated craniofacial complex (Chai &

Maxson, 2006; Feng et al. 2009; Buchtov�a et al. 2010;

Szabo-Rogers et al. 2010). Recent work has shown how

modulation of key regulatory genes, including SHH (Hu &

Marcucio, 2009; Young et al. 2010; Chong et al. 2012), WNT

(Brugmann et al. 2007; Alexander et al. 2014), BMP (Abzha-

nov et al. 2004, 2006; Wu et al. 2004, 2006) and FGF (Abz-

hanov & Tabin, 2004; Szabo-Rogers et al. 2008; Griffin et al.

2013), produce integrated patterns of change in the shape
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of the head. Nevertheless, the genetic and developmental

architecture underlying morphological variation of the skull

remains largely unknown.

Craniofacial shape is moderately to highly heritable in a

variety of species, including mice (Leamy, 1982a; Richtsme-

ier & McGrath, 1986), fish (Kimura et al. 2007), non-human

primates (Cheverud, 1996b; Roseman et al. 2010), and

humans (Johannsdottir et al. 2005; Sherwood et al. 2008a;

Mart�ınez-Abad�ıas et al. 2009). Quantitative trait loci (QTL)

analyses have provided evidence of genomic regions that

influence craniofacial variation in non-human primates

(Sherwood et al. 2008b), dogs (Boyko et al. 2010; Schoene-

beck et al. 2012; Schoenebeck & Ostrander, 2013), mice

(Leamy et al. 1999, 2008; Klingenberg et al. 2001, 2004),

and fish (Albertson et al. 2003; Kimura et al. 2007). Gen-

ome-wide association studies of three-dimensional facial

shape (Liu et al. 2012; Paternoster et al. 2012) and associa-

tions based on ancestry informative markers (Claes et al.

2014) have been used to identify genomic loci associated

with normal variation in adult human facial shape, some of

which were previously associated with disease phenotypes.

Most QTL analyses of craniofacial phenotypes have

focused on limited clinical samples in humans, small popula-

tions of non-human primates or crosses of contrasting

strains in mice or fish. The Collaborative Cross (CC) mice pro-

vide an opportunity to perform genotype–phenotype asso-

ciation studies on mice that represent a wide range of

normal phenotypic variation with high genetic mapping

resolution. The CC is a large panel of recombinant inbred

strains derived from a genetically diverse selection of five

common laboratory and three wild-derived inbred mouse

strains (Churchill et al. 2004; Chesler et al. 2008; Collabora-

tive Cross Consortium, 2012). These recombinant inbred

strains have a high and uniform level of mouse genetic

diversity across the entire genome (Keane et al. 2011; Yang

et al. 2011; Welsh et al. 2012). Over half of the genomic

regions have at least six haplotypes (derived from eight

founders), and very few regions have less than four (Collab-

orative Cross Consortium, 2012). As a precursor to future

genotype–phenotype association studies of skull morphol-

ogy in these recombinant strains, we quantify genetic con-

tributions to normal variation across the craniofacial

complex within the eight CC founder strains and associated

F1 crosses.

Craniofacial form has been previously quantified with lin-

ear distances and angles (e.g. Johannsdottir et al. 2005;

Roseman et al. 2010), including those representing specific

features (e.g. orbital height) and more general measures

(e.g. skull length), as well as summary values derived from

principal component analyses of landmark coordinates (e.g.

Klingenberg et al. 2001). Here, we identify phenotypic mea-

sures that differ strongly among the CC founder strains,

measure the heritability of a subset of these traits, and

explore the nature of the genetic contributions to craniofa-

cial variation in F1 hybrids. To do this, we measured cranio-

facial variation from computed tomography images of the

eight CC founder strains and F1 animals from 54 hybrid

crosses. Using relative linear dimensions (RDs) and principal

component (PC) analysis, we quantified the variation in

‘normal’ craniofacial shape across these Mus musculus lines,

identifying groups of RDs across the skull that differ

strongly among the founder strains and PCs that represent

the majority of craniofacial shape variation. These mea-

sures, which display strong variation among the CC founder

strains, are likely to be associated with genetic variation in

descendant crosses.

Although we expect the PCs and RDs associated with vari-

ation among founder strains to both have a strong genetic

basis, the nature of the genetic contributions to these dif-

ferent types of measures may differ. The skull is a combined

product of developmental processes occurring across over-

lapping spatio-temporal contexts (Hallgr�ımsson et al. 2009);

thus, the inheritance of craniofacial shape characteristics

may be exceedingly complex. Measures that are specific to

discrete morphological and developmental regions, includ-

ing RDs, may capture the influences of a particular spatio-

temporally defined process. Multivariate measures that

summarize many aspects of phenotypic variation across the

skull, like PCs, may reflect variation in numerous genetic

and environmental factors, as well as the effects of develop-

mental inputs acting at different and overlapping times

and places. Among strongly differing RDs, we hypothesize

that the strain-specific additive genetic effects associated

with RDs would be strongest when the RD represents a

defining characteristic of that particular strain.

To test this hypothesis and as a basis for comparing

genetic contributions to RDs and PCs, we completed a

nearly full diallel analysis (including founder strains and F1

hybrids) on representatives of both phenotypic measure-

ment types to decompose genetic variation into additive,

maternal, sex, inbreeding, and other non-additive compo-

nents and to estimate the heritability of these factors. Previ-

ous diallel analyses of body weight (Lenarcic et al. 2012)

and CD23 antigen density (Phillippi et al. 2014) in these

genotypes identified significant overall and strain-specific

genetic contributions. We compare significance of factors

and heritability estimates of factor groups for RDs and PCs,

to identify any fundamental differences in the nature or

strength of the genetic contributions between specific and

summary measures of craniofacial phenotype. In addition to

testing our hypothesis, we search our diallel results for pat-

terns of difference in genetic contributions to variation in

RDs between regions of the skull, which are associated with

different developmental bases. Our results provide critical

information about the range of and genetic contributions

to ‘normal’ phenotypic diversity among CC founder strains,

which will be valuable in the design and interpretation of

experimental work related to craniofacial phenotypes.
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Materials and methods

Basic morphometrics

Our sample consisted of mice bred as part of the CC project at the

University of North Carolina under the approval of the University of

North Carolina’s Animal Care and Use Committee. Craniofacial mea-

surements from 13–28 specimens of each of the eight CC founder

strains (Table 1), bred from mice originally obtained from the Jack-

son Laboratory (www.jax.org), and 54 (of 56 possible) F1 crosses

were included in this analysis (total n = 1211) (Table 2). These mice

were housed at UNC for 8–12 weeks with standard chow and hous-

ing. Each cross is identified by two letters, the first being the founder

strain of the dam and the second being the founder strain of the sire

(Table 1) (Collaborative Cross Consortium, 2012). The two crosses

representing themissing hybrids (gray in Table 1) are not productive

(Chesler et al. 2008). Because all founder strains are inbred, speci-

mens within each founder strain and F1 cross are isogenic.

Micro-computed tomography (lCT) images of heads were obtained

in the 3D Morphometrics Centre at the University of Calgary with a

Scanco vivaCT40 scanner (Scanco Medical, Br€uttisellen, Switzerland)

at 0.035–0.038 mm voxel dimensions at 55 kV and 72–145 lA.

Three-dimensional coordinates of 54 adult landmarks (8 midline, 46

bilateral) were collected by a single observer from minimum thresh-

old defined bone surfaces within ANALYZE 3D (www.mayo.edu/bir/)

(Fig. 1). These landmarks display low repeatability error and were

chosen to represent overall morphology of the skull at a moderate

landmark density. All subsequent analyses were performed on the

symmetric component of landmark coordinate variation.

Procrustes superimposition was performed in MORPHOJ (Klingen-

berg, 2011) to transform the landmark coordinates of all specimens

to a common scale and orientation. Residuals of a linear regression

of the symmetric component of Procrustes coordinates on centroid

size (CS) served as the basis of all further analysis to control for size-

associated shape variation. This allometric correction was consid-

ered appropriate because of the linear association between cen-

troid size and a summary measure of shape across our entire sample

(Fig. 2). The shape summary score represents the shape changes for

which the regression on centroid scores accounts, allowing the

visual identification of a linear or non-linear relationship (Drake &

Klingenberg, 2008). As this study is a precursor for future analysis of

more derived CC mice, including recombinant inbred intercross

strains for which each specimen will have different genotypes, we

chose to correct for allometry using a single regression rather than

strain-specific allometric regressions. While an overall linear regres-

sion of shape variables on CS is largely appropriate, the overall lin-

ear relationship between shape and size does not precisely match

the relationship for some specific genotypes. Therefore, there may

be bias in the resulting residual values for these genotypes, so we

must take some additional care in interpreting our results.

Principal components (PC) analysis was carried out to visualize

and quantify the associations between strains along major axes of

shape variation. Based on the strength of their associated eigenval-

ues, we selected PCs 1–8 for further analyses. To determine whether

the founder strains have more extreme craniofacial shapes than

their descendant F1 strains, we calculated the mean PC scores of

each strain for PCs 1–8 and then calculated the Euclidean distance in

this eight-dimensional shape space between strain means and the

grand mean PC scores. To test whether PC1 represents a common

axis of intra-genotype variation for all genotypes, we calculated the

angle between the eigenvector of PC1 for all specimens and each

PC1 eigenvector for PCAs of samples from individual genotypes. We

repeated this for PCs 1–8. These angles are reported in radians.

Defining relative linear dimensions

We identified defining characteristics of the CC founder strains

from relative linear dimensions (RDs) that quantify relative size of

specific bones or morphological features (e.g. vault height). RDs

were calculated as Euclidean distances between size-adjusted land-

mark coordinates (regression residuals). These RDs are based on

coordinates adjusted for size and so do not reflect the raw size of a

specimen and can be interpreted as linear aspects of shape. For

instance, if one mouse strain displays a larger value for an RD across

the width of the foramen magnum, this suggests the strain displays

a relatively wider foramen magnum than other strains and not that

it displays an absolutely wider foramen magnum. Therefore, we

define RD as ‘relative linear dimension’ rather than ‘linear distance’

to indicate that these measures relate to the shape component of

morphological form.

All possible RDs were calculated for each specimen and RD means

were calculated for each founder strain and F1 hybrid. Ratios of

pairwise founder means were calculated for each RD, as in Eucli-

dean distance matrix analysis (Lele & Richtsmeier, 1991). A given

founder strain exhibited strong differences from other founder

strains for an RD when the measure of that strain differed from the

Table 1 Definitions of founder strains, including letters used to iden-

tify them in the supplementary tables, JAX strain abbreviation, and

strain origin (Beck et al. 2000).

Letter Strain IDs Strain origin

A A/J Lab Inbred (Castle’s Mice)

B C57BL/6J Lab Inbred (C57 Related)

C 129S1/SvlmJ Lab Inbred (Castle’s Mice)

D NOD/ShiLtJ Lab Inbred (Swiss Mice)

E NZO/HlLtJ Lab Inbred (Castle’s Mice/New Zealand)

F CAST/EiJ Wild Derived Inbred (Thailand)

G PWK/PhJ Wild Derived Inbred (Prague)

H WSB/EiJ Wild Derived Inbred (MD, USA)

Table 2 Sample sizes for all crosses in our analysis. Founder crosses

are shown along the diagonal in bold, missing crosses are shown with

gray background. Strains are identified by shortened versions of the

strain IDs defined in Table 1.

Paternal strain

A/J C57 129 NOD NZO CAST PWK WSB

Maternal strain

A/J 18 19 19 20 19 20 20 20

C57 20 19 20 18 19 20 16 18

129 21 17 19 17 18 19 24 22

NOD 19 21 19 13 22 24 21 18

NZO 19 18 22 20 17 0 0 19

CAST 20 26 19 18 21 18 23 19

PWK 19 21 20 17 19 18 18 18

WSB 19 19 20 20 19 28 20 18
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measures of three or more other strains by more than 8%, an arbi-

trary cut-off value above which a manageable number of RDs dis-

playing the largest inter-strain differences were identified. Defining

features of a given founder strain are RDs with strong differences

for which the mean of that founder strain is always higher or

always lower than the means of all other founder strains. 3D plots

of strongly differing and defining features (Supporting Information

Figs S1–S8) were used to identify aspects of shape for which a foun-

der strain tends to differ from other founder strains. Because our

dimensions are derived from the symmetrical component of land-

mark coordinate variation, the ratios for bilateral measures from

the left and right side of the skull are identical. Therefore, bilateral

measures are only reported for one side of the skull.

A subset of 34 strongly differing RDs was identified to represent

relatively independent aspects of shape that tend to vary among CC

founder strains (Fig. 3). Single RDs were chosen from groups of

strongly differing RDs that appeared to represent the same type of

shape variation within the skull (e.g. cranial vault height, zygomatic

arch length). We preferred RDs identified as strongly differing for

many of the CC founder strains or defining characteristics with

strong difference ratios even if they were only identified for a smal-

ler number of CC founder strains. We also preferred dimensions

long enough to be less affected by measurement error but short

enough to represent a single bone or small region of the head. We

included three RDs that represented craniofacial morphology

within regions in which strong differences among CC founder

strains were not found. Although morphology across the skull is

highly integrated (Moss & Young, 1960; Cheverud, 1982; Zelditch

et al. 1992) and RDs that share a landmark endpoint are inherently

associated, we consider the RDs in this subset to be relatively inde-
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pendent of one another because we typically chose single represen-

tatives from groups of strongly differing RDs running in parallel

across particular regions of the skull. In combination with PCs 1–8,

this subset of RDs are included in diallel analyses to test the nature

of the genetic basis for variation in the F1 crosses.

Diallel analysis and heritability

We quantified the additive and various non-additive genetic contri-

butions to strongly differing aspects of shape across the craniofacial

complex with separate diallel analyses for each of the 34 subset

RDs and PCs 1–8. Diallel analysis was performed with the BAYESDIAL-

LEL v0.96 package (Lenarcic et al. 2012) in R (R Developmental Core

Team, 2008) using a linear semi-parametric model including addi-

tive, maternal, sex, inbreeding, and cross-specific sources of varia-

tion, as well as sex interaction versions of the other factors. We

transformed the distribution of measures for each RD and PC so

they spanned 0–100 before diallel analysis, based on the expecta-

tions of the diallel package. Additive genetic factors conform to

the expectation that an F1 phenotype is the average of founder

phenotypes. Maternal effects are associated with the genotype of

the dam of a litter, whereas sex effects are associated with the sex

of the specimen. The inbreeding effect differs from dominance in

that it is a deviation from additive effects calculated from all F1

crosses, rather than a deviation from expected founder means.

Cross-specific factors are non-additive factors associated with speci-

fic founder strain interactions (Lenarcic et al. 2012).

Estimated highest posterior density intervals (a = 0.05) that did

not include zero were used to identify diallel factors that

contributed significantly to variation of each subset RD and PC.

Heritability estimates were derived from the diallel results to mea-

sure how much phenotypic variation is associated with each type

of genetic factor as well as groups of additive factors, non-addi-

tive factors, and all factors (Lenarcic et al. 2012). Heritability esti-

mates of the additive genetic factors are analogous to narrow-

sense heritability, whereas the total heritability estimate for all

factors is analogous to broad-sense heritability estimates,

although covariates such as sex may already be accounted for

before calculating broad-sense heritability in other contexts

(Kohn, 1991).

Because of their large size, detailed diallel results for each subset

RD and PC are presented as supplementary tables (Supporting Infor-

mation Tables S2 and S3). As a more manageable summary of these

results, we calculated the frequency of significant contributions and

average heritability estimates for each type of genetic factor. These

summary results are presented for PCs, all subset RDs, and for RDs

within three commonly identified regions of the skull – the cranial

base, the cranial vault, and the face (Fig. 3). We fully recognize that

the skull is highly integrated and these morphological regions are

not truly independent (Hallgr�ımsson et al. 2009). However, this sep-

aration of RDs allows us to identify major differences in the nature

of genetic contributions to shape variation between regions of the

skull that are broadly associated with different cellular origins,

mechanisms of ossification, and functions (Cheverud, 1982, 1996a;

Lieberman et al. 2000; Hallgr�ımsson et al. 2007; Mart�ınez-Abad�ıas

et al. 2010).

To test for differences in the magnitude of additive contributions

to PCs and RDs, we compared the distributions of estimated strain-

specific additive effects (absolute values standardized by SD) for

subset RDs and PCs 1–8 using pair-wise t-tests. To test whether RDs
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representing defining features of a founder strain tend to have

larger additive contributions to the phenotypes of descendant gen-

erations than strongly differing RDs that are not considered defin-

ing characteristics for a strain, or RDs not considered strongly

differing for a strain, we made a similar comparison of estimated

additive effect distributions using pair-wise t-tests.

Results

Basic morphometrics

There is a strong linear relationship between skull size

(estimated by CS) and skull shape, represented by a shape

summary score (Fig. 2). Founder strains differ substantially

in size, with NZO/HILtJ mice having the largest skull sizes

and the three wild-derived strains CAST/EiJ, PWK/PhJ, WSB/

EiJ having the smallest. Although centroid sizes of F1 crosses

usually fall between these two extremes, the mean centroid

size of all 54 F1 strains is larger than the average of

associated founder strains, suggesting that F1 hybrids

generally have larger skulls than expected from a pure addi-

tive model (Supporting Information Table S1).

After controlling for size, we conducted PC analysis to

explore the association between craniofacial shapes of CC

founder strains and F1 hybrids. We focused on the first

eight PCs, which represent a cumulative 71% of craniofacial

shape variance (Fig. 4A–D). The Euclidean distances

between mean shapes of each strain (calculated using

scores across PCs 1–8) and the grand mean shape of all spec-

imens (~0 along all PCs) were calculated for all strains. Six of

the eight CC founder strains are farther from the grand

mean than all F1 strains, whereas WSB/EiJ and NZO/HlLtJ fall

within the F1 range (Fig. 4E). This suggests that CC founder

strains generally represent more extreme craniofacial

shapes compared with the F1 hybrids.

No single PC axis separates all CC founder strains, but

most founder strains do separate from F1 strains and other

CC founder strains along at least one of the first eight PCs.

Although variation along PC1 represents over one-fourth of

all craniofacial variation, it does not strongly separate foun-

der genotypes (Fig. 4A) and appears to largely represent a

common axis of intra-genotype variation. This interpreta-

tion is supported by the fact that the angles between the

eigenvector of PC1 for all specimens and the eigenvectors
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for PC1 of PCAs of specific genotypes (mean 0.608 radians,

SD 0.203) are lower than the same angles calculated for

each of PCs 2–8 (mean 1.414, SD 0.118). Nevertheless, PC1 is

also associated with some inter-genotype variation, includ-

ing the fact that most CC founder strains trend towards the

negative PC1 scores (Fig. 4A). PC2 serves to separate the CC

founder genotypes into groups, including a group of the

three with the most extreme phenotypes (Fig. 4E) towards

the negative end of this axis (Fig. 4A). The other PCs, partic-

ularly in pairs, likewise provide separation of CC founder

genotypes.

Defining features

We compared linear measures of shape across the skull

to identify the characteristics that most strongly distin-

guish the different CC founder strains. Size-adjusted RDs

were identified for each CC founder strain that strongly

differed (8% larger or smaller) from the mean of at least

three other founder strains. From this list of strongly dif-

fering RDs, we identified defining characteristics of a CC

founder strain (Fig. 5) as those that were always larger

(red) or smaller (blue) than all other founder strains.

Those strongly differing RDs that are not always larger

or smaller than other founder strains (gray) are not con-

sidered defining characteristics of a given strain. Using

wireframe visualizations (Figs S1–S8), we identified

groups of defining and other differing RDs that differen-

tiate a given CC founder strain from the other seven

(Table 3). Certain features were identified as strongly

differing for multiple CC founder strains, including dis-

tances along the zygomatic arches, cranial vault height

(particularly between the coronal suture and basi-occipi-

tal synchondrosis), lengths between points on the palate,

and facial widths between the zygomatic process of the

maxilla and the rest of the face. In some cases, there

A/J

C57BL/6J

129S1/SvlmJ

NOD/ShiLtJ

NZO/HlLtJ

CAST/EiJ

PWK/PhJ

WSB/EiJ

Fig. 5 Comparison of founder strain

(Table 1) features. Relative linear dimensions

(RDs) identified as defining characteristics that

are always larger (red) or shorter (blue) and

strongly differing LDs that are not always

larger or smaller (gray) are plotted from the

lateral (left) and inferior (middle) views. lCT

surface reconstructions of real specimens that

are closest to mean strain shape are displayed

for comparison, from the lateral view (right).
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Table 3 List of characteristics that help to differentiate a given founder strain from the other seven founder strains, derived from the highly

variable relative linear dimensions (RDs) of a founder group whose mean value always tends to be higher or lower than the mean values for the

other founder strains (Fig. 5).

Founder strain

Skull Region Defining craniofacial features of founder strains (RDs after controlling for centroid size of the skull)

A/J

Facial Short fusion of nasal and maxillary bones

Short distance between posterior palatal foramen and posterior alveolus

Narrow width between anterior alveolar ridges

Zygomatic Inferior and/or anterior landmark 3

Cranial vault Short midline parietal length at sagittal suture

Cranial base Long medial petrous pyramid

C57BL/6J

Facial Short nasal bone and/or short fusion of nasal and maxillary bones

Anterior and/or lateral position of posterior palatal foramen

Zygomatic Short and/or narrow zygomatic process of the maxilla

Long jugal bone

129S1/SvlmJ

Facial Short distance between premaxillary-maxillary suture and anterior palatal foramen

Long distance between posterior palatal foramen and posterior alvelous

Narrow nasal inferior aperture

Zygomatic Short and/or narrow zygomatic process of maxilla

Long jugal bone

Relatively posterior jugo-temporal suture on zygomatic arch

NOD/ShiLtJ

Facial Short height of premaxilla

Wide nasal aperture

Zygomatic Wide and/or long zygomatic process of maxilla

Short jugal and zygomatic process of temporal

Cranial vault Short frontal bones, as measured along sagittal suture

Long parietal bones, as measured along sagittal suture

High posterior cranial vault

Cranial base Large extent of petrous temporal and basi-occipital bones

Anterior sphenoid-presphenoid junction

NZO/HlLtJ

Facial Strong differences in facial length relative to other founder strains

Cranial vault Short height of posterior cranial vault

CAST/EiJ

Facial Short superior nasal region

Narrow interorbital width at border of nasal and frontal bones

Short premaxillary palate and anterior position of the first molar

Cranial vault Short posterior cranial vault

Cranial base Anterior position of landmark 17 at the anterior midline petrous pyramid

Low sphenoid-presphenoid junction

PWK/PhJ

Facial Long upper facial region, including long fusion of premaxillary and nasal bones

Posterior position of posterior palatal foramen compared with premaxillary-maxillary suture

and the anterior alveolus

Zygomatic Long and/or wide zygomatic process of the maxilla

Cranial vault Narrow anterior vault width at coronal suture

Narrow parietal bones

Short cranial vault

WSB/EiJ

Facial Short premaxillary palate

Long distance between premaxillary-maxillary suture and anterior alveolus

Zygomatic Low and forward zygomatic arch

Cranial base Short basi-occipital
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appears to be a trade-off in relative size between differ-

ent morphological areas. For instance, C57BL/6J and

129S1/SvlmJ tend to have a long or wide zygomatic pro-

cess of the maxilla and a short jugal bone, whereas strain

NOD/ShiLtJ displays the opposite pattern. In addition,

strain NOD/ShiLtJ appears to compensate for a relatively

long face and posterior cranial base/vault with a rela-

tively short anterior cranial base/vault, or vice versa.

Diallel analysis and heritability

We selected a subset of 34 strongly differing RDs that cross

single bones or regions of the skull to represent the features

that strongly vary between founder strains (Fig. 3). We com-

pleted separate diallel analyses for each subset RD and the

first eight PCs to determine the contribution of additive

and various non-additive genetic sources to phenotypic vari-

ation. There was considerable variation in the number and

types of factors that exert significant effects on these phe-

notypic values (Table S2). We calculated the frequency of

significant effects for each factor type as a proxy for the

importance of that factor type in determining craniofacial

morphology across the head. The diallel analyses revealed a

significant (~a = 0.05) overall effect of sex and inbreeding

for 29% and 26%, respectively, of all subset RDs (Table 4).

Strain-specific additive effects were frequently (62%) signifi-

cant across subset RDs, whereas strain-specific maternal

(17%), inbreeding (21%), and cross-specific factors (19%)

were significant at moderate frequencies. These results indi-

cate that most factor types that do not include a sex interac-

tion significantly contribute to RD variation at high or

moderate frequencies. While strain-specific additive effects

are most frequently significant by far, the patterns of signif-

icance vary strongly among subset RDs and PCs.

As an initial test for whether developmentally and mor-

phologically associated characters tend to have more similar

patterns of genetic contributions, we grouped RDs by cra-

nial region (cranial base, cranial vault, face). There are not

many obvious differences in the frequency of significant

contributions between RDs in these regions (Table 4). How-

ever, the cranial base has a lower frequency of significant

additive effects and a higher frequency of significant mean

sex effects. Additionally, the face has a higher overall fre-

quency of significance for inbreeding, whereas base and

vault have higher strain-specific inbreeding frequencies.

While our summary measures of significance frequencies

generally indicate that the genetic contribution to craniofa-

cial phenotype is complex and highly variable across the

skull, these few differences between skull regions may indi-

cate differences in the genetic architecture underlying the

development of these specific regions.

The average frequencies of significance for most diallel

factors across PCs 1–8 were similar to the average frequen-

cies for subset RDs, with some slightly higher values for

cross-specific factors (though not for strain-specific inbreed-

ing). However, the frequency of significance for overall

inbreeding is double the average for RDs (62.5 vs. 26.5%)

and almost double for overall sex effects (50 vs. 29.4%).

Overall, similar types of factors contribute to subset RDs

and PCs variation, although PCs 1-8 may better reflect mor-

phological variation associated with inbreeding and sex

effects.

We tested whether additive contributions to PC scores of

F1 hybrids are generally stronger than those associated

with subset RDs by comparing the distributions of esti-

mated strain-specific additive effect values. A t-test

revealed no significant difference between PCs and RDs

(Fig. 6A), suggesting that PC scores and subset RD values

are associated with additive effects of similar magnitude.

Among subset RDs, we tested the hypothesis that the

defining characteristics of founder strains would be associ-

ated with the strongest additive contributions to F1 cranio-

Table 4 The frequency of diallel factors found to be significant across analyses of all subset RDs (All), facial (Face), cranial base (Base), and cranial

vault (Vault) subset RDs, as well as across the first eight PCs. Subset RDs defined by region in Fig. 2. Results of individual diallel analyses are avail-

able as Table S1.

Factor name # Factors % Sig All RDs % Sig Face % Sig Base % Sig Vault % Sig PCs

Overall sex 1 29.4 25 43 27.3 50

Overall inbreeding 1 26.5 37.5 14 18.2 62.5

Overall inbreeding/sex 1 0 0 0 0 0

Strain-specific additive 8 62.1 64.1 50 67 65.6

Strain-specific additive/sex 8 5.9 8.6 0 5.7 12.5

Strain-specific maternal 8 17.3 18.8 16.1 15.9 15.6

Strain-specific maternal/sex 8 6.6 7 5.4 6.8 4.7

Strain-specific inbreeding 8 21.3 11.7 28.6 30.7 18.8

Strain-specific inbreeding/sex 8 7.4 10.2 3.6 5.7 12.5

Cross-specific symmetric 28 19.2 21.7 16.8 17.2 21.9

Cross-specific symmetric/sex 28 0 0 0 0 0

Cross-specific asymmetric 28 7.6 9.2 6.1 6.2 12

Cross-specific asymmetric/sex 28 0.3 0.4 0 0.3 1.8
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facial phenotypes. Because a given subset RD might be a

defining characteristic for some founder strains and not a

defining characteristic for others, each datapoint in this

analysis is the strain-specific additive contribution to a

specific RD. Pairwise t-tests revealed significant differences

in strain-specific additive effects within our RD subset

between defining characters and both (i) other strongly dif-

fering RDs and (ii) RDs that do not strongly differ between

founder strains (Fig. 6B). This supports our hypothesis that

extreme characteristics of a founder strain should be more

strongly associated with the genotype of that strain than

are randomly chosen characteristics.

We calculated heritability estimates to quantify the pro-

portion of phenotypic variation that each diallel factor is

associated with for each subset RD and PCs 1–8. The aver-

age total heritability estimate is 0.68 for RDs and 0.81 for

PCs 1–8, suggesting that most craniofacial variation is deter-

mined by genetic factors (Table 5; Fig. 7). The difference in

total heritability between PCs and RDs is almost entirely

accounted for by increased strain-specific additive effects

for the PCs. PC heritability values for all other factors are

close to or within the range of variation between average

RD heritability estimates across the three major skull

regions, suggesting a similar magnitude of phenotypic

effects associated with the contribution of other factors to

variation in both measurement types. Across RD and PC

measurements, heritability estimates for additive genetic

effects are more than twice as high as the sum of all non-

additive effects (e.g. maternal, inbreeding, cross-specific),

though a few RDs do have non-additive heritability values

similar to or larger than additive values (Table S3). Of all

the PCs, PC1 displays the lowest total heritability and addi-

tive heritability values (Fig. 7E). The fact that PC1 largely

represents common intra-genotype variation may explain

this low value. By definition, additive genetic factors (and

non-additive factors) are associated with measured differ-

ences between genotypes, so we would expect associated

heritability estimates to be low when variation is largely

shared across genotypes.

Heritability estimates suggest that additive factors

account for approximately 75% of total genetic contribu-

tions to phenotypic variation (sum additive factors/sum all

factors) reflected in PC scores (n = 8) and 70% of subset RD

variation in the face (n = 16) and cranial vault (n = 11), but

only 55% of RD variation of the cranial base (n = 7)

(Table 5). This suggests that additive genetic factors

Defining LDs Strongly 
differing LDs

Other LDs

Ad
dit

ive
 V

alu
es
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led
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1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

5.07 E-10 1.85 E-13
1.2

PCs 1-8 All subset LDs

A B

Fig. 6 Distributions of diallel estimated

strain-specific additive effects (absolute values

scaled to SD) for relative linear dimensions

(RDs) identified as founder strain-specific

defining characteristics or strongly differing

RDs of founder strains, as well as other strain-

specific additive values. Boxplots illustrate

median and quartile values. Significant pair-

wise differences are labeled with the P-values

from pairwise t-tests.

Table 5 The average estimated heritability values for strain and cross-

specific diallel factors across All, facial (Face), cranial base (Base), and

cranial vault (Vault) subset RDs, as well as the first eight PCs. Total

heritability explained by additive, non-additive, and all factors are

reported in bold. Subset RDs defined by region in Fig. 2. Heritability

estimates for individual phenotypic measures are available as Table S2.

All

RDs Face Base Vault

PCs

1-8

Sum additive factors 0.458 0.486 0.333 0.498 0.62

Strain-specific additive 0.453 0.48 0.329 0.493 0.616

Strain-specific additive/sex 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.004

Sum non-additive factors 0.224 0.211 0.271 0.214 0.192

Strain-specific maternal 0.016 0.021 0.01 0.012 0.015

Strain-specific

maternal/sex

0.008 0.007 0.01 0.008 0.004

Strain-specific inbreeding 0.044 0.028 0.063 0.057 0.030

Strain-specific

inbreeding/sex

0.004 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.004

Cross-specific symmetric 0.135 0.131 0.167 0.121 0.123

Cross-specific

symmetric/sex

0.004 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.003

Cross-specific asymmetric 0.011 0.013 0.011 0.008 0.010

Cross-specific

asymmetric/sex

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Sum all factors 0.682 0.697 0.604 0.712 0.812
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contribute most to PC scores, but least to RD variation of

the cranial base (Fig. 7) (Table S3).

Discussion

Defining features of CC founder strains

As candidates for future genotype–phenotype analysis, we

identified characteristics of each CC founder strain that dif-

fer strongly from several other founder strains and those

that distinguish each CC founder strain from all others.

These features are represented by size-adjusted RDs

between sparse homologous landmarks identified across

the skull. A few clusters of strongly differing and defining

RDs were identified for several CC founder strains, suggest-

ing some regions of the skull are more likely to display

strong variation across Mus musculus. These include (i) the

zygomatic arch and associated processes, (ii) cranial vault

height, and (iii) the nasal region of the face. Other defining

characteristics of note include a relatively short basi-occipi-

tal region for WSB/EiJ and a potential trade-off between

the contributions of different regions to overall skull

length, with NOD/ShiLtJ having a relatively long face and

posterior cranium but a relatively short anterior cranium

(Fig. 5).

These three regions that display high inter-genotype vari-

ation in our sample have also been identified as differing

between wild mouse taxa in Europe and Western Asia.

Scaled linear measurements of relative skull breadth, the

lateral extent of the zygomatic arch, and relative rostral

breadth (Macholan, 1996), as well as unscaled linear mea-

surements of bi-incisor breadth, cranial base breadth at the

mastoid processes, and length of the foramen formed by

the zygomatic arch (Gerasimov et al. 1990), were identified

as features that distinguish Mus taxa. Geometric morpho-

metric analyses of 2D landmarks, which ignore measures of

skull height, were used to identify relative warps that dif-

ferentiate taxa. The warps that differentiate Mus musculus

musculus and M. m. domesticus populations in Denmark

are associated with variation in relative cranial base width,

length of the rostrum, and anterior–posterior location of

the molar row (Auffray et al. 1996), whereas relative zygo-

matic arch length, relative width of cranial base and vault,

and length of rostrum differentiate mouse taxa around the

Eastern Mediterranean (Machol�an et al. 2008). A 3D geo-

metric morphometrics analysis found that M. m. musculus

and M. m. domesticus differ in relative anterior cranial

vault height and length, anterior facial width, and the

angle of the nasal region (Pallares et al. 2014).

Previous studies commonly identify the zygomatic arch

and nasal (rostral) regions as strongly varying between wild

mouse populations, and the 3D morphometrics study that

includes skull height variation identifies cranial vault height

as strongly varying. However, we have not identified cranial

base and vault widths as strongly varying across our foun-

der strains. Although our results are not identical to previ-

ous studies of wild and wild-derived mouse taxa, the

parallels suggest that the regions of variation noted

between our inbred populations also vary across wild

mouse populations.

A thorough cranial shape analysis of C57BL/6, wild

derived inbred Mus spretus, and associated inbred recombi-

nant congenic strains identified landmarks on the top of

the cranial vault, the zygomatic arch of the maxilla, and the

BA
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Additive Heritability Non-Additive Heritability PCs 1-8

PC #

1
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Fig. 7 Heritability estimates for strain- and cross-specific additive and non-additive factors of phenotypic measures. Subset relative linear dimen-

sions are illustrated as lines with widths proportional to estimated additive e (A,C) and non-additive (B,D) heritability, from the lateral (top) and

inferior (bottom) views. (E) Lines with length proportional to heritability estimates for additive and non-additive factors associated with each of the

first eight principal components (PCs).
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posterior cranial base as strongly varying between geno-

types. A CVA analysis of crosses indicated that variation

between genotypes involved a change in the relative length

of parietal and frontal bones, cranial vault height, zygo-

matic arch elevation at the maxilla, and angle of the nasal

bones (Burgio et al. 2009), which closely matches the

regions of strong variation that we noted in our sample.

Much of the variation we have identified in the zygo-

matic arch appears to be associated with a trade-off in the

relative length of the zygomatic process of the maxilla and

the length of the jugal bone. For instance, C57BL/6J and

129S1/SvlmJ tend to have a long or wide zygomatic process

of the maxilla and a short jugal bone, whereas NOD/ShiLtJ

displays the opposite pattern. Therefore, the relative contri-

bution of a single bone to zygomatic arch length may not

be as canalized as the typical form of the whole arch. Given

its association with many strongly differing RDs, the relative

location of superior border of the jugal and zygomatic pro-

cess of the maxilla (landmark 24) is central to the variation

measured in the zygomatic region. Visualization of speci-

men Procrustes coordinates by genotype (results not shown)

indicates that this landmark varies between founder geno-

types primarily along the anterior–posterior axis, further

indicating a high degree of variation in the relative length

of the bones making up the zygomatic arch.

The strong variation in relative height of the cranial vault

is the most visually obvious of the identified features, partic-

ularly between NOD/ShiLtJ and NZO/HlLtJ (Fig. 5). However,

the main reason that NZO/HlLtJ is identified as having a rela-

tively short cranial vault may be an indirect result of land-

mark coordinate scaling. Before scaling, NZO/HlLtJ mice

have by far the largest skulls of all CC founder strains

(Fig. 2), with an absolutely longer and wider facial region,

and a longer cranial base, but with a posterior cranial vault

more similar in size to other CC founder strains. Previous

work has suggested that mouse genotypes with the largest

skulls tend to be relatively long and narrow (Leamy, 1982b),

which unscaled measurements of strain NZO/HlLtJ generally

support. However, after Procrustes superimposition and con-

trol for overall allometry, the relative size of the face and

cranial base are more similar to other CC founder strains,

whereas the posterior vault is relatively shorter in height.

While the allometric relationship between size and shape

are linear across the range of all specimens within our anal-

ysis (Fig. 2), there may be a more precise allometric relation-

ship associated with each individual genotype. The example

of relative vault size for NZO/HlLtJ indicates that vault size

may not scale linearly with the rest of the skull in mice with

the largest overall size, although further tests will be neces-

sary to confirm this. Given the wide range of sizes that our

sample encompasses and the importance of allometry for

understanding craniofacial form, a separate study of allom-

etry is being completed for this dataset. In practical terms,

our use of a sample-wide regression of shape variables on

CS is largely appropriate but may not take into account

differences in allometry that exist between genotypes. In

addition, the regions and directions of strong variation

noted in this analysis of shape may not be the same as they

would be in an analysis carried out on unscaled landmark

coordinates.

There is strong variation in RDs of the superior face

around the nasal region, suggesting strong variation in the

association of the nasal and premaxillary bones. Many of

these RDs are associated with landmark 35, which is at the

most anterior point along the suture between these two

bones. Because the length of this suture does not necessar-

ily covary with nasal and premaxillary bone size or shape,

this strong facial variation may be a secondary effect of the

relative orientations of these bones rather than their form.

Three of the RDs with the lowest additive heritability meet

at landmark 35 (Fig. 7), suggesting that significant differ-

ences in nasal–premaxillary suture length are not passed in

an additive fashion to offspring. This example illustrates the

care necessary in making inferences about development

from even simple morphometric measures.

These areas of the skull displaying strong variation

between CC strains do not correspond to the broader

regions (i.e. cranial base, cranial vault, and face) that have

been identified as morphological modules based on devel-

opmental and functional similarities (Cheverud, 1982,

1996a; Lieberman et al. 2000; Hallgr�ımsson et al. 2007;

Mart�ınez-Abad�ıas et al. 2010). Not all RDs within these

wider modules vary in the same manner and there is noted

variation in significance of diallel results between RDs

within a single region. This highlights the fact that these

general modules are not completely integrated units within

which all aspects of morphology are driven by the same

genetic and developmental factors. Although we found

grouping RDs into these larger units useful in our search for

overall patterns within our data, it is important to keep the

complex interactions that underlie adult craniofacial form

(Hallgr�ımsson et al. 2009) in mind when searching for the

genetic or developmental bases for phenotypic variation.

Founder strains vs. F1 hybrids

Our results suggest that inbred CC founder strains have

smaller skulls and more extreme craniofacial shapes than

descendant F1 hybrids. Hybrid mice typically display larger

body weights than inbred strains (e.g. Ingram et al. 1982;

Kurnianto et al. 1999) and have longer craniofacial linear

distances, except for certain skull width measures (Leamy,

1982b). Our results provide further evidence for this

inbreeding effect on mouse skull size. In addition, our PC

analysis suggests that CC founder strains (except perhaps

WSB/EiJ and NZO/HlLtJ) have craniofacial shapes more diver-

gent from overall mean shape than F1 strains. Previous

work similarly indicates that hybrid mice display lower phe-

notypic variance within and between genotypes than their

inbred parents do (Leamy, 1982a). The fact that F1 craniofa-
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cial shapes are less variable and tend to be closer to overall

mean shape than their founder strains might support the

additive expectation that a hybrid will generally display

craniofacial morphology roughly average between its two

inbred founder strains.

Regardless, the more extreme morphology of CC founder

strains is not entirely additive in nature. Diallel analysis

reveals that five of the first eight PCs (62.5%) are associated

with a significant overall (rather than strain-specific)

inbreeding effect, suggesting that the inbred CC founder

strains differ significantly from the additive expectation

(derived from F1 cross morphology) in a common way. A

significant overall inbreeding effect is found, on average,

for only 26.5% of subset RDs, suggesting that PC analysis is

better at separating CC founder from F1 specimens. This is

not surprising, given that PCs 1–8 represent the strongest

axes of covariation of all skull landmarks across all geno-

types, whereas the RDs analyzed represent shape dimen-

sions that vary among founder groups rather than being

shared across groups. An RD would only be expected to be

better than these first PCs at separating founder from F1

specimens if that particular aspect of shape represented a

major site of variation between the groups. It is logical that

our strongly differing RDs, which were chosen to differenti-

ate founder strains from one another, rather than founders

from F1s, are not as good as the first eight PCs at distin-

guishing these groups.

Additive vs. non-additive genetic variation

Diallel analyses of a subset of 34 RDs that differ strongly

among CC founder strains and 8 PCs that, in combination,

differentiate CC founder strains were carried out to deter-

mine what genetic factors contribute to shape across the

craniofacial complex (Table 4). Heritability estimates

derived from these analyses quantify the proportion of phe-

notypic variance explained by each group of strain and

cross-specific factors (Fig. 7; Table 5). Although the contri-

butions of genetic factors are not the same across different

phenotypic measures (Table S2), general patterns emerge.

Strain-specific additive contributions to phenotypic varia-

tion are the most frequently significant and are, on aver-

age, associated with almost 50% of the phenotypic

variance of RDs and about 60% of the phenotypic variance

for PCs. Non-additive factors are significant at lower fre-

quencies than additive factors, except overall inbreeding

effects for PCs (Table 4). The average total overall variance

explained by all strain- and cross-specific non-additive fac-

tors is less than half that explained by strain-specific addi-

tive factors, except in the case of cranial base RDs, for which

these heritability values are more similar (Table 5). Overall,

our results show that additive genetic factors play the lar-

gest role in determining variation in specific (RDs) and sum-

mary (PCs) measures of craniofacial shape. This prominence

of additive genetic effects over non-additive effects is fre-

quently assumed by genetic models used for bioinformatics.

So, the fact that additive factors explain most of the pheno-

typic variance is not a surprise. However, the significant

influence of non-additive factors requires a closer look.

Our heritability estimates indicate that, while half of phe-

notypic variation is accounted for by additive genetic fac-

tors, 20–25% of phenotypic variation is associated with

non-additive factors. This suggests that non-additive factors

contribute approximately one-third of the total genetic

variance, a larger proportion than might be expected (Hill

et al. 2008). Even after removing heritability associated with

sex, a factor frequently controlled for in other analyses,

approximately 20% of phenotypic variation is still associ-

ated with non-additive factors.

Comparable levels of additive and dominance effects

associated with QTLs (Lander & Botstein, 1989) were found

in previous analyses of mouse mandible (Cheverud et al.

1997; Klingenberg et al. 2001) and mouse skull (Leamy et al.

1999) measures. Although the values from these studies are

not directly comparable to ours, they show that specific alle-

lic changes in identified QTLs lead to similar magnitudes of

non-additive (dominance) and additive effects, supporting

the idea that non-additive factors play a major role in deter-

mining mouse craniofacial form. Understanding the

strength and nature of non-additive effects that contribute

to complex traits such as skull shape (e.g. dominance, epista-

sis, variance heterogeneity) is important because most

methods for gene discovery assume additive models of

genetic variance. Such models are often blind to non-addi-

tive genetic variation and this may contribute to the missing

heritability problem for complex morphological traits (Carl-

borg & Haley, 2004; Hemani et al. 2013; Nelson et al. 2013).

Overall inbreeding effects are frequently noted for PC

scores and less frequently for RD values (Table 4). Although

intriguing, this significant non-additive effect is unlikely to

appear within wild outbred populations of mice or within

the wider human population, suggesting that a portion of

the strong non-additive contribution to craniofacial varia-

tion noted in this study may be specific to the nature of our

sample. Even within the first generation of a random bred

population of the CC founder strains, the frequency of

inbred mice is relatively low, leading the strain-specific

inbreeding factor to have a low heritability estimate com-

pared with the frequency of significance for this factor. It

has previously been argued that even if non-additive effects

such as dominance and epistasis influence a given trait, out-

bred populations, which are expected to have extreme allele

frequencies, are likely to display additive genetic effects that

account for most of total genetic variance (Hill et al. 2008).

If true, this implies that the relatively high non-additive

genetic variance associated with craniofacial shape in our F1

hybrids, which should not display rare alleles within any

cross, may not be representative of outbred mouse popula-

tions or human populations. This does not mean that non-

additive genetic factors cannot have significant effects on
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complex traits, only that non-uniform allele frequencies in

natural populations may tend to hide these effects.

Inbreeding can be a significant non-additive source of

variation that disappears in outbred populations. If the

inbreeding effect contributes significantly to the variation

of a phenotypic measure, we should be careful in applying

the results of inbred strain experiments related to that mea-

sure as a way to understand the basis for variation in natu-

ral populations. This includes interpretations related to

evolutionary and biomedically relevant variation in those

populations. Based on our results, inbreeding is more likely

to be a significant contributor to variation in PC scores than

to variation in RDs, suggesting additional care is necessary

when applying results related to PC scores. However, the

definition of all PCs is sample-dependent and PC scores are

not discrete homologous phenotypes that are shared

between populations, so direct comparison of PC score vari-

ation between separate studies is already highly problem-

atic. Future analyses based on more advanced intercross

generations from the CC will help to resolve the extent to

which inbreeding effects might skew estimates of non-addi-

tive genetic variation in this sample.

Other diallel analysis results

The lower average strain-specific additive heritability for

cranial base RDs opposes an existing hypothesis that cranial

base measures should be more heritable because they finish

developing before other parts of the skull and should be

less impacted by environmental variation (Kohn, 1991;

Roseman et al. 2010). However, because subset RDs were

chosen specifically for high inter-founder variation, the low

heritability could indicate that among the most variable

regional craniofacial characteristics, there is greater canal-

ization of the cranial base than of other regions of the skull.

Previous work in humans and primates did not find signifi-

cant differences between the heritability of cranial base

and other regions of the skull (Mart�ınez-Abad�ıas et al.

2009; Roseman et al. 2010), although these studies were on

relatively closely related populations and did not focus

specifically on strongly differing RDs.

Overall sex effects are frequently significant for PCs 1–8

and moderately significant for RDs. As with the overall

inbreeding effect, the PCs appear to separate specimens by

sex better then individual RD measures. However, the RDs

that have a significant sex effect represent the aspects of

craniofacial shape with strong sexual dimorphism. Based on

these RDs, females tend to have relatively smaller cranial

base bones, larger cranial vaults, and a relatively wider face

(Table S2). Moderate frequencies of significance for strain-

specific maternal effects (~20%) indicate that there are

some phenotypic differences associated with whether speci-

fic strains are dam or sire within reciprocal crosses. Counter-

ing our expectation that the largest strain, NZO/HlLtJ,

would always have a strong maternal effect based on their

large overall body size, this strain does not frequently have

a significant maternal effect on our scaled phenotypic mea-

sures.

The frequency of significance for cross-specific symmetric

factors is comparable to strain-specific inbreeding and

maternal effects (Table 4). Approximately 20% of all

pairwise strain combinations display a phenotypic effect

that cannot be explained by other factors, suggesting there

are significant epistatic effects associated with background

genotypes. Heritability estimates (Table 5) indicate that

10% of the phenotypic variation across all genotypes in our

diallel sample can be explained by these strain-specific sym-

metric factors. This value is higher than inbreeding heri-

tability primarily because of the relatively low number of

inbred mice within the full diallel population. The fre-

quency of significance for asymmetric cross-specific factors

is lower, suggesting strain-specific epistatic effects are not

as frequently influenced by the maternal identity of a given

founder strain. In combination, these results suggest there

are some parent of origin-based cross effects on craniofacial

shape. Previous diallel analyses using the same CC founder

genotypes also indicate some significant cross-specific sym-

metric and asymmetric effects on body weight and white

blood cell count, although the frequency of significance is

lower (Lenarcic et al. 2012). Diallel analysis of a few

immune system phenotypes indicated very few, if any, of

these cross-specific effects (Phillippi et al. 2014).

Comparing craniofacial measures

We found no significant difference in the strength of addi-

tive genetic effects between PCs 1–8 and subset RDs (Fig. 6),

suggesting that these summary and specific measures of

craniofacial phenotype are associated with similar magni-

tudes of additive effects. However, the mean heritability

estimate of additive factors is higher for PCs than for subset

RDs across all three craniofacial regions (Table 5), suggest-

ing that additive factors contribute more strongly to PC

scores than to RDs. This does not necessarily mean that PC

scores will be associated with strong peaks in a QTL analysis.

It is possible that a large proportion of genetic variation

associated with PCs is based on a few major craniofacial

regulatory genes or highly pleiotropic genes acting across

the head. However, it is also possible that this strong

genetic contribution to values along a major axis of cranio-

facial shape variation is a result of the expression and epige-

netic interactions of a very large number of genes that

could not be easily identified with a QTL analysis. Although

it is unlikely that a phenotypic measure displaying very low

heritability will be strongly associated with specific allelic

variation, high heritability does not guarantee that such an

association will be identified.

The results of this study support our hypothesis that addi-

tive genetic effects associated with RDs are strongest when

the RD represents a defining characteristic of that particular
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strain. We found significant differences in the distributions

of strain-specific additive effects between defining charac-

teristics and other subset RDs. This suggests that RDs associ-

ated with extreme founder phenotypic values may be the

strongest candidate phenotypes for use in genotype–phe-

notype analysis. For instance, choosing defining characteris-

tics of a founder strain for use within a standard QTL

analysis based on an additive model will be beneficial

because they are more likely to display strong additive

effects associated with that strain genotype. We argue that

choosing defining characteristics within an analysis

increases the chances of identifying strong genotype–phe-

notype associations compared with randomly choosing RDs

or choosing RDs that, in combination, appear to represent

overall craniofacial shape. However, as with genetic contri-

butions to PC values, this assumes that allelic variation

between founder strains in a relatively small number of

genes is associated with a large proportion of the genetic

contribution to RD values. Actual genotype–phenotype

association analysis with these candidate PC and RD mea-

sures will be required to pursue this issue further.

Concluding remarks

In this study, we quantified the nature of normal craniofa-

cial variation among a wide range of mouse strains and

estimated the relative contributions of additive and non-ad-

ditive genetic factors to phenotypic variation using diallel

analyses. We found evidence of smaller skull sizes in inbred

founder strains and evidence of an overall non-additive

inbreeding effect on skull shape. Common regions of strong

shape variation between the founder strains were identi-

fied, including the zygomatic arch, cranial vault height, and

the nasal region. We find little difference in the genetic

contributions to RD measures and PC scores or to RDs associ-

ated with different skull regions, except for a lower additive

contribution to cranial base RD variation, which might be

associated with increased canalization. However, stronger

estimated strain-specific additive effects associated with

defining characteristics of founder strains suggest that these

RDs may be good candidates for use in future genotype–

phenotype association studies of CC and descendant mice.

Our results illustrate the nature of normal craniofacial varia-

tion across a wide range of inbred mouse lines and illumi-

nate the heritable bases of this variation, serving as a

foundation for predictions about the aspects of shape that

will be most strongly associated with genetic variation

between founder strains in future genetic analyses.
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Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online

version of this article:

Figs S1–S8. OpenGL objects that display strongly differing rela-

tive linear dimensions (gray), defining characteristics that are

always relatively shorter (red), and those that are always longer

(blue) for a given founder strain. After downloading and unzip-

ping this file, open the index.html file from the directory of a

parental strain within your browser to view a 3D representation

of these relative linear dimensions for that parental strain.

Table S1. F1 hybrid centroid sizes (CS) are all larger than

expected by a purely additive model.

Table S2. Genetic factors with significant positive (‘Pos’, red) or

negative (‘Neg’, blue) effects are identified for each subset rela-

tive linear dimension (RD) and for principal components (PC) 1–8.

Table S3. Heritability estimates for each group of strain and

cross-specific factors are presented for each subset relative linear

dimension (RD) and for principal components (PC) 1–8.
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